Eastern NY ASM Tour Meeting

Thurs May 7, 2015

GE Power and Water --- Repair Development Center (in Albany) at 5:30 pm followed by dinner Desmond

Address: 11 Anderson Dr. Albany, New York 12205

About RDC (Repair Development Center):

GE converted this facility in 2011 as an expansion of the Greenville, SC RDC (2003) who’s mission was to identify, develop, industrialize, and globalize solutions for the Repair Technology Center of Excellence (COE). They work to develop, validate, and deploy new and improved repair processes by teaming component repair engineers with process engineers and specialists. Together these teams work to bridge the gap from theory to practice. The Albany Repair Development Center is a facility dedicated to creating and improving the repair processes, and tools to execute those processes, for GE’s Large Steam Turbine and Generator fleets. The 25k sq.ft industrial and office space is built around the premise that by understating needs and embracing the iterative nature of design, optimal solutions can be developed and deployed for outcomes beyond the obvious and incremental. Last year (2014), they also added a Global Wind Turbine Repair Innovation Lab at this turbine repair complex in Albany.
Desmond (Simpson’s Grill)

7pm

660 Albany Shaker Rd, Albany, NY 1221

RSVP by May 5th to jmkrotke@gmail.com or 518-395-4745

$20/professionals and guests; $15/retirees; $10/students

Dinner Choices: Will be from the Menu (we’ll order there)